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Liar, Liar

In 2005, Berman’s hacks claimed that HSUS sponsored terrorism. They were forced to retract those false claims.

Nonprofits for profit

Berman’s deceptively-named front groups have funneled $35,000,000 in nonprofit donations to Berman & Co.

Charity scams?
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Charity scams?

Berman’s “web of organizations... is a clear violation of the requirements for tax-exempt status.”
— former IRS director Marcus Owens

Divide and confuse

“We can use fear and anger — it stays with people longer than love and sympathy.”
— Richard Berman

Donor warning

Charity Navigator issued a rare alert about the questionable practices of five of Berman’s “nonprofit” attack groups.

David Martosko

Berman’s ex-Director of research admitted under oath to using a fake identity and stalking animal advocates.

Didi “Disgruntled” Culp

Ex-HSUS employee heads up Berman’s “Humane Society” charity, HSSP. In 2011, HSSP gave $765,483 to Berman & Co. — and $0 to help pets.
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